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SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEER.II\~G, CORNELL UNIVERZITY
TESTS Ol~ LIGHT BEAUS OF COLD FORL:ED STEEL
FOR THE A!i!ERICAN IRON AND STEEll INSTITUTE
Thirty-t4~id Probress 2.eport
I. SCOPE OF THIS REPORT
~
I
24. symmetrical I~beams were tested. in be~ldiJ"'lb<' TIiey
represent 12 different types of beams, with two beams of
each type. The beams ~re formed from t.wo iJ.entice.l
C:W:l::'1e Is, ft~:"l1ished vii th lip2 o:n both fle,ng88, j rJi ,led 1:'2'
boltiilS in t.he web. cOITl.plete ·(.r~e ei1~',ire .
'-'''''':::>_-==.---'--------- --
series of such I"beams: exce:rt fell' ')118 ~:·ype (two S,-)8;Ji.,j2ns)
which arrived in dCl..maged cO:1di t i Ojl c:.ncl are :~.(.'I,I; beLlt;
replaced by t!'le manufacturer.
II. EETHOD OF TESTING
The method of testing was exactly the same as
described in Section III of the 28th Report, except that
deflection readings were taken only on one side of the bea'TIs.
III. PURPOSE OF TESTS
These tests are designed to serve a dual purpose:
(a) They are primarily intended to serve as control tests
.... ----
for the future investigation of channels as beams. For
.-------_._•._-----------------
this purpose the specioens are made up of two identical
.channels of the same type as will be tested as sin61e
chan~els in the main tests. Conseauently the present
....."-~-,--
1ests should allow comparison between the carrying
'capacitY,deflection and stress distribution of the
channels With those of the corrcspondL15 symmetrical I-'bea1,18.
- 2'-
(b) In addition it is hoped that from these tests additional
information on the behavior of I-beams with stiffened flanges
will be obtained. In this respect the tests should supple- .
ment the ones previously carried out in this conilection,
particularly since the bit ratios of the presen~ tests are
- ----lowe"':' and therefore extend the range of thoae 0:' the previous
-t"e at a •
IV. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Drawings 297 to 320 contain the ultimete loads, the
load - deflection and the load - strain curves of all
specimens tested.
v. EVALUATION
The complete evaluation of these beams as outlined in
Section III, (b) above, will be made as soon as tension tests
are completed on specimens cut from the steel from which the
beams were formed.
VI. SPECIAL OB~~RVATIONS
The regularity of forming was rather uneven_in this
. ....
series. While a number of specimens was foz:-med very accurately,
others showed considerable nonuniformity. In particular it
was found that on some specimens the depths of the two
component channels were rather different, while on others
the planes of the flanges of the two channels were not flush,
one channel being shifted with respect to the other by as much
as 1/8 inch. While these irregularities will not affect the
ultimate load appreciably, they are bound,to some degree,to
influence the deflections and the strains.
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